
EXAC T REPLACEMENT. FIRST TIME, EVERY TIME.

DENSO FIRST TIME FIT PHILOSOPHY
DENSO First Time Fit radiators are designed with our First Time Fit philosophy 
ensuring your radiators slide in place easily without the need for any 
adjustment, additional brackets or modification of any kind. DENSO First Time 
Fit radiators are precision built to provide the right fit, the first time, every time! 

DENSO QUALIT Y  SPEAKS VOLUMES
DENSO has been manufacturing radiators and condensers for local car makers 
for years, and with strong backing from its principals in Japan, it is no surprise 
that today, every Australian made car leaves the factory fitted with a quality 
DENSO radiator.

DENSO FIRST TIME FIT TICKS ALL THE BOXES! 

 DENSO Quality Approved.

 Superior Fin Wave Design.

 Robust Thin Tube Construction.

 Available in Cross-flow & Down-flow.

 Resistant to Internal Corrosion.

 Optimum Cooling Performance.

 Tested in Australia.

The confidence that DENSO  has instilled into car 
makers is now on offer to after-market customers 

through our  First Time Fit  range.



Can you afford to take a risk?  
Don’t GAMBLE with your engine...  

Choose DENSO First Time Fit! 

Recent testing conducted at DENSO’s testing facility on a BA Falcon 
confirm that DENSO’s First Time Fit radiator maintains its cool ahead of its 
competitors!

ALL RADIATORS MAY LOOK ALIKE, BUT ARE THEY?
Radiators are specifically designed to maintain the temperature of your engine, 
ensuring that the motor runs optimally, therefore offering better performance 
and lowering the chances of engine failure.
 
All radiators may look alike, and work the same in normal conditions, such as 
when the car is idling. However, when your car is under the pump, that is when 
the best stands out, constantly protecting your engine while the others just fail. 
 
Radiator inlet temperature is a good indication of how a radiator truly performs 
under pressure. The lower the temperature, the greater the cooling performance.

Testing was conducted on DENSO First Time Fit radiator A221 - A306 (BA Falcon) and competitor products for equivalent vehicle application.

 

     

RADIATOR INLET TEMP. (OC)

TEST 2 - Simulated Hill Climb Condition @ 96km/h

RADIATOR A - 108.7

RADIATOR B - 111.2

RADIATOR C - 114.9

DENSO FTF - 106.3
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RADIATOR INLET TEMP. (OC)

TEST 1 - Simulated Hill Climb Condition @ 50km/h

RADIATOR A - 107.0

RADIATOR B - 106.4

RADIATOR C - 109.8

DENSO FTF - 104.7
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Maximum Cool 
Superior fin wave construction provides  
a higher heat transfer  coefficient. 

Precision Built
No need for adjustment, just drop it 
in for an easy fit - first time. 

Ultimate Durability 
An investment in a DENSO First Time Fit 
radiator will result in long service life & 
effective engine cooling.

BENEFITS
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